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Abstract—Joint time-vertex graph signals are pervasive in
real-world. This paper focuses on the fundamental problem of
sampling and reconstruction of joint time-vertex graph signals.
We prove the existence and the necessary condition of a critical
sampling set using minimum number of samples in time and
graph domain respectively. The theory proposed in this paper
suggests to assign heterogeneous sampling pattern for each
node in a network under the constraint of minimum resources.
An efficient algorithm is also provided to construct a critical
sampling set.
Index Terms—graph signal processing, sampling theory, time-
vertex graph
I. INTRODUCTION
Sampling theory of graph signal aims to recover the whole
signal by using part of the observation of the original signal,
which can save the cost to infer in a large graph. Various
methods have been developed to reconstruct the original signal
from noise-free samples [1], [2], or noisy observations [3]–
[8], based on bandlimitedness or smoothness prior in graph
spectral domain.
Most related works focused on the static graph signal.
But many real-world signals are time-varying, like the tem-
peratures collected by a sensor network, which means the
signal on each vertex is of a higher dimensional form like
a vector or tensor. In such cases, the joint time-vertex graph
signal is a candidate model to describe and process such
kind of signals whose frequency spectrum can be obtained
by so-called Joint Time-Vertex Fourier Transform (JFT) [9].
R. Varma et al. define the smooth signal on joint time-vertex
model and propose a recovery strategy [10]. Besides, Wei et al.
propose a sampling scheme for continuous time-varying graph
signals [11]. Ji et al. extend the time domain to Hilbert space
and introduce a generalized graph signal processing framework
[12].
In this paper, we investigate the fundamental sampling
theory, i.e, the conditions for critical sampling, for joint time-
vertex graph signals in noise-free scene. Some prior works
have touched this problem. From the view of product graphs,
Ortiz-Jime´nez et al. extend the bandlimited signal to the simul-
taneously bandlimited (SBL) signal and propose a sampling
scheme in two domains separately [13]. The generalized graph
signal processing theory [12] discusses some properties of
sampling. However, they don’t propose the scheme of critical
sampling with minimum samples, which we will show later
in section III.
In this paper, we reveal the connection between general
bandlimited signal (GBL) and simultaneously bandlimited
signal (SBL) on the time-vertex graph by introducing the
projection bandwidth. Then, we give the necessary conditions
for critical sampling on GBL signal in two domains. Finally,
we propose an algorithm to find a critical sampling set, which
is proved to exist.
II. MODEL
A. Graph Signal and Sampling Theory
Consider an undirected graph G = (V , E ,W) with the set
of vertex V , edge E and weighted adjacency matrix W. A
graph signal is x = [x1, x2, . . . , xN ] in which the element xi
represents the signal value at the i-th vertex in V .
The graph Laplacian is L = D − W, where the degree
matrix D = diag(1W). Because L is symmetric, it has the
spectral decomposition
L = UΛUH , (1)
where the eigenvectors {ui}
N
i=1 of L form the columns of U,
and Λ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues {λi}
N
i=1 according
to {ui}. The eigenvalues can be regarded as frequencies
and eigenvectors can be regarded as Fourier-like basis for
graph signals [14]. The Graph Fourier Transform (GFT) can
be represented by xf = U
H
x and Inverse Graph Fourier
Transform (IGFT) can be represented by x = Uxf. In this
sense, a graph signal x is so-called bandlimited signal when
xf has K < N non-zero coefficients, which has the low-
dimensional representation as
x = U˜x˜f, (2)
where x˜f consists of non-zero spectral components in xf, and
U˜ is constructed by extracting the columns of U correspond-
ing to the indices of the non-zero elements of xf [6], [14].
Define the sampled graph signal xS = [xs1 , . . . , xsM ], such
that xS = Ψx, where S = {s1, . . . , sM} is the index set of
sampled vertices, and the sampling matrix Ψ ∈ {0, 1}M×N is
defined as
[Ψ]i,j =
{
1, j = si;
0, otherwise.
(3)
The interpolation matrix Φ is the operator of recovering xS
to x′ = ΦxS ∈ R
N . The following Theorem 1 gives the
condition of perfect reconstructing x from xS [1].
Theorem 1: Define U˜M = ΨU˜, for all bandlimited graph
signal x with bandwidth K . If Ψ satisfies rank(U˜M ) = K ,
perfect recovery x = ΦΨx can be achieved by choosing Φ =
U˜(U˜TMU˜M )
−1
U˜
T
M .
×GG
G
T
G
J
Fig. 1. A joint time-vertex graph
Obviously, the rank condition of Theorem 1 is necessary
for perfect reconstruction as the following corollary.
Corollary 1: If there exists a linear interpolation operator
to recovering x from xS , there must be rank(U˜M ) = K , i.e.
we need at least K samples.
We call a sampling matrix Ψ a qualified sampling matrix
when it satisfies rank(U˜M ) = K . And we call the sampling
set S corresponding to a qualified sampling matrix a qualified
sampling set.
B. Joint Time-vertex graph signal and Joint Time-vertex
Fourier Transform
Now we consider an undirected graph GG = (VG, EG,WG),
and each vertex relates to a time sequence of length T , which
can be represented by a cycle graph GT = (VT , ET ,WT ).
A joint time-vertex graph, denoted by GJ , is constructed by
Cartesian product of GT and GG as shown in Fig. 2 [9],
GJ = GT × GG = (VT × VG, EJ). (4)
Denoting the graph signal at instant t by xt ∈ R
N ,
the total graph signal is represented as the matrix X =
[x1,x2, . . . ,xT ] ∈ R
N×T with the corresponding vectorized
form x = vec(X) ∈ RNT .
The Laplacian matrix of GJ , denoted by LJ , is the Cartesian
product of the Laplacian of GT and GG,
LJ = LT × LG = (LT ⊗ IG) + (IT ⊗ LG)
= UJΛJU
H
J = (UT ⊗UG)(ΛT × ΛG)(UT ⊗UG)
H ,
where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product and IT , IG are the
identify matrices which have the same size as LT ,LG [9].
JFT has been introduced by appling Fourier transform of GT
in time domain and Fourier transform to GG in vertex domain
[9]
Xf = JFT{X} = U
H
GXUT . (5)
Expressed in vector form, the transform becomes
xf = JFT{x} = U
H
J x. (6)
III. SAMPLING ON JOINT TIME-VERTEX GRAPHS
Because the joint time-vertex graph consists of two do-
mains, there are different meanings when we talk about a
bandlimited signal.
Definition 1: (GBL) A joint time-vertex graph signal x is
a GBL signal when xf has K < (NT ) none-zero elements,
where K is the general bandwidth.
Definition 2: (Projection bandwidth) For a GBL signal X,
when Xf has KG non-zero columns, we define the projection
bandwidth on GG as KG. And when Xf has KT non-zero
rows, we define the projection bandwidth on GT as KT .
The projection bandwidth builds the connection of GJ with
GG and GT respectively. When a GBL signal X has projection
bandwidth KG on GG and KT on GK , each column of X is a
bandlimited signal on GG with bandwidth KG, and each row
of X is a bandlimited signal on GT with bandwidth KT .
Definition 3: (SBL) [13] We call a GBL signal X an SBL
signal, if its projection bandwidth KG < N and KT < T .
Obviously, the relationship between projection bandwidth
and general bandwidth is
max(KT ,KG) ≤ K ≤ KTKG. (7)
So if a signal X is SBL, it must be GBL. But a GBL signal
may not be SBL. For example, when the spectral coefficient
Xf is a diagonal matrix with all non-zero diagonal entries, the
signal X is a GBL signal, but it is not an SBL signal.
An SBL signal X admits a low-dimensional representation
as
x = (U˜T ⊗ U˜G)x˜f ⇔ X = U˜GX˜fU˜
H
T , (8)
where X˜f and x˜f are the non-zero spectral components in
Xf and xf. And U˜T and U˜G are obtained by removing the
columns of UT and UG corresponding to the indices of the
rows and columns of Xf that are all zero.
Based on Theorem 1 and rank(U˜T ⊗ U˜G) =
rank(U˜T )rank(U˜G), a separately sampling scheme of SBL
signals is proposed in [13]. Let ST ⊆ VT and SG ⊆ VG be two
subset of vertices from GT and GG. There must be a qualified
sampling set with |ST | ≥ KT and |SG| ≥ KG so that we can
recover x from xS , which can be expressed as
XSG×ST = ΨGXΨ
T
T = ΨGU˜GX˜fU˜
T
HΨ
T
T , (9)
where ΨT and ΨG are sampling matrices of sampling sets ST
and SG. The vectorized form of XSG×ST can be expressed as
xSTSG =
[
ΨT U˜T ⊗ΨGU˜G
]H
x˜f. (10)
In the separate sampling scheme [13], the actual sampling
set of GJ can be denoted by S = ST ×SG so that the number
of samples is |S| = |ST ||SG|.
But the separate sampling scheme may not give a qualified
sampling set with minimum vertices, since it sampled at least
KTKG vertices [13]. Applying Theorem 1 to GJ , for all GBL
signals with general bandwidth K and projection bandwidth
KT andKG, there will always exist a qualified sampling set of
GJ , denoted by S, satisfying |S| = K . If we hope to squeeze
the sample size from KTKG to K , we need to analyze this
question from the view of the joint time-vertex rather than
considering it separately.
Before presenting our main theorem, we first define the
projection set on graphs. As the vertex set of GJ in Eq. (4)
is VT × VG, these vertices can be represented as a two-tuple
form like (1, 1), (1, 2), . . . , (T,N).
Definition 4: (Projection set of sampling set on two graphs)
Given a sampling set S ⊂ VT × VG, we define the projection
set on VT and VG as ST and SG, respectively, where |ST |
means how many time-slots we need to sample at least on
one node, and |SG| means how many vertices of GG we need
to sample during all the time.
For example, S = {(1, 2), (2, 2), (3, 4)}, then ST = (1, 2, 3)
and SG = (2, 4). The projection sets on two graphs would
reveal additional bounds of a qualified sampling set of GJ .
Besides the rank condition from Corollary 1, we are interested
in whether there are any additional conditions of qualified
sampling set. Before proposing the theorem, we prove a lemma
first.
Lemma 1: For a bandlimted signal x with bandwidth K
on a graph G = (V , E), there are two sampling sets of the
signal x, denoted as S1 and S2. When S1 ⊆ S2, if S2 is not
a qualified sampling set, S1 is not a qualified sampling set
either.
Proof: Denote the sampling matrix of S1 and S2 by Ψ1
and Ψ2. When S1 ⊆ S2, rank(Ψ1U˜) ≤ rank(Ψ2U˜). Because
S2 is not a qualified sampling set, from Corollary 1, we can
conclude rank(Ψ2U˜) < K , rank(Ψ1U˜) < K . So S1 is not a
qualified sampling set.
Theorem 2: For any GBL signal x on GJ with general
bandwidth K and projection bandwidth KT and KG, if S is
a qualified sampling set of GJ , i.e. its corresponding sampling
matrix Ψ satisfies rank(ΨU˜J) = K , there must be:
1) |S| ≥ K
2) |SG| ≥ KG
3) |ST | ≥ KT
Proof: |S| ≥ K is obvious by applying Corollary 1 to
GJ . We prove clause 2) by contradiction. And clause 3) can
be proved in the same way.
Assume there is a sampling set S whose projection sampling
set on GG satisfies |SG| < KG. We construct another sampling
set S ′ = VT × SG. The sampled signal on S
′ is denoted
by XS′ . Now recovering the original signal X from XS′
is equivalent to recovering each column of X from the
corresponding column of XS′ . It means that a sampling set
with |SG| vertices is a qualified sampling set of a bandlimited
signal with bandwidth KG, which is not possible according
to Corollary 1. So S ′ is not a qualified sampling set. Since
S ⊂ S ′, from Lemma 1, S is not a qualified sampling set
either. So there must be |SG| ≥ KG.
Definition 5: (Critical sampling set) A qualified sampling
set S is a critical sampling set on GJ , when it satisfies |S| =
K , |ST | = KT and |SG| = KG at the same time.
The corresponding sampling matrix Ψ of a critical sampling
set is called critical sampling matrix. A critical sampling leads
to the minimum cost in many scenes. For example, a critical
sampling set of a sensor network signal means we can use
as less as possible sensors, time-slots and data to recover the
whole signal.
Regarding the existence of critical sampling set and critical
sampling matrix, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2: For any GBL signals, there always exists a
critical sampling matrix and its corresponding sampling set.
Proof: Consider a GBL signal X with vectorized form
x, with general bandwidth K and the projection bandwidth
KT and KG. According to Eq. (2) and (8), we have U˜J , U˜T
and U˜G. Define U˜
′
J = U˜T ⊗ U˜G and we have rank(U˜
′
J ) =
rank(U˜T )rank(U˜G) = KTKG. Using separately sampling
scheme by Eq. (10), we get a qualified sampling matrix ΨT on
GT and a qualified sampling matrix ΨG on GG. Then we define
Ψ′ = ΨT ⊗ΨG. The corresponding sampling set S
′ of Ψ′ has
projection sampling set S ′T and S
′
G satisfying |S
′
T | = KT and
|S ′G| = KG. Obviously rank(Ψ
′
U˜
′
J ) = KTKG.
If K = KTKG, Ψ
′ is a critical sampling matrix of X.
If K < KTKG, the column set of U˜J is a subset of the
column set of U˜′J . So the column set of Ψ
′
U˜J is a subset
of Ψ′U˜′J . Now Ψ
′
U˜J ∈ R
KTKG×K and rank(Ψ′U˜J ) = K .
There always exists a sampling matrix Ψc ∈ {0, 1}
K×KTKG
such that rank(ΨcΨ
′
U˜J) = K . Let Ψ = ΨcΨ
′. Since S ′
satisfies |S ′T | = KT and |S
′
G| = KG, the corresponding
sampling set S of Ψ satisfies |ST | ≤ KT and |SG| ≤ KG.
Because rank(ΨU˜J ) = K , Ψ is a qualified sampling matrix,
such that |ST | ≥ KT , |SG| ≥ KG, by Theorem 2. Now we
get |ST | = KT , |SG| = KG. As Ψ ∈ {0, 1}
K×NT , |S| = K .
So Ψ is the critical sampling matrix.
According to our proof of Corollary 2, we propose an
efficient algorithm (Algorithm 1) to find a critical sampling
set. Provided a corresponding sampling matrix Ψ from S,
we can get the original signal x by interpolation matrix
Φ = U˜J (ΨU˜J)
−1.
Algorithm 11 provides a feasible way to find the critical
sampling set and reduces the time complexity compared with
the algorithm proposed in [1]. For example, we can use
Gaussian Elimination to find the index set of maximal whose
time complexity is O(N3) when the matrix has N rows. So
the time complexity of the algorithm based [1] is O((NT )3)
because U˜J has NT rows, while the time complexity of our
algorithm is O(N3) + O(T 3)(step 1 in Algorithm 1) and
O((KTKG)
3)(step 3 in Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Finding a critical sampling set
Input: U˜T , U˜G, U˜J
Output: S
1: Find ST , SG, the index set of maximal linearly indepen-
dent rows of U˜T , U˜G, respectively.
2: Choose the rows of U˜J based on S
′ = ST ×SG, and then
get Ψ′U˜J .
3: Get S from maximal linearly independent rows of Ψ′U˜J .
IV. EXAMPLE
In this section, we show an example of joint time-vertex
graph as Fig. 1 to explain our idea. The Laplacian matrices of
1An example code is showed on https://github.com/ParaNoth/Example-
code-of-On-Critical-Sampling-of-Time-Vertex-Graph-Signals
two undirected graphs GT ,GG are
LT =


2 −1 0 −1
−1 2 −1 0
0 −1 2 −1
−1 0 −1 2

 ,LG =


1 −1 0 0
−1 3 −1 −1
0 −1 1 0
0 −1 0 1

 .
The GBL graph signal X on graph GJ with K = 3, KT = 2,
KG = 2 is as
X =


0.2985 −0.3533 −0.2985 0.3533
0 0 0 0
−0.1492 0.5432 0.1492 −0.5432
−0.1492 −0.1898 0.1492 0.1898

 ,
whose corresponding frequency coefficient is
Xf =


0 0 0 0
0 0.733 0 0
0 0.612 0.517 0
0 0 0 0

 .
So U˜T and U˜G are
U˜T =


0 0.7071
−0.7071 0
0 −0.7071
0.7071 0

 , U˜G =


0 0.8165
0 0
−0.7071 −0.4082
0.7071 −0.4082

 .
A. Finding a critical sampling set
We use Algorithm 1 to find a critical sampling set for X.
From U˜T and U˜G, we get ST = {1, 2} and SG = {1, 3}
(step 1 in Algorithm 1), so S ′ = {(1, 1), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 3)}
as step 2 in Algorithm 1. We have
Ψ′U˜J =


0 0 0.5774
0 0 −0.2887
0 −0.5774 0
0.5 0.2887 0

 . (11)
By Gaussian elimination, we can get S =
{(1, 1), (2, 1), (2, 3)} (step 3 in Algorithm 1). The original
signal is shown in Fig. 2 and the critical sampling set is
shown in Fig. 3(a). Now S satisfies S = 3, ST = 2 and
SG = 2, so it is the critical sampling set. Compared with
separately sampling scheme, we sampled 3 vertices which
less than KTKG = 4.
-0.5
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
Fig. 2. Original signal in section IV
B. Substitution between time and vertex
In many scenes, the sampling cost in time and vertices
are different, so there might be a trade-off between time and
vertices. For example, in a sensor network, sensors with low-
speed ADC are cheap, while sensors with high-speed ADC
may be much more expensive. Is it possible to use more
sensors in exchange of lower sampling frequency? If so, is
there any limit of mutual substitution between sampling in
time and vertices? Theorem 2 actually answers the questions
and gives the bound of the substitution, which means we can
substitute between time and vertices within certain limits.
For example, there are two qualified sampling sets, shown in
Fig. 3, but only Fig. 3(a) is a critical sampling set. Compared
to Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) opens the sensor 4 in order to reduce the
sampling frequency of sensor 1. Conversely, Fig. 3(a) increases
the sampling frequency of sensor 2 so that we can close the
sensor 4. But we can not close any more sensors. Otherwise,
we cannot recover the original signal.
Fig. 3(a) also reveals that when a signal is a GBL signal,
there might be a qualified set with different sampling fre-
quency on every node. This property is important for sampling
design in sensor networks, social networks, etc.
（1，1）
（1，2）（1，3）
（1，4）
（2，1）
（2，3）
(a)
（1，1）
（1，2）（1，3）
（1，4）
（2，1）
（2，4）
(b)
Fig. 3. Two qualified sets, (a) is the critical sampling set and (b) has lower
sampling frequency
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown that we should sample in joint time-vertex
domain rather than sampling in two domain separately, if we
want to get a more efficient sampling. The main result of this
paper can be extended to all product graph signals. In future
works, we plan to investigate the continuous as time-varying
graph signals.
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